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DISPLAY is a system that’s 
flexible, customisable, 
upgradeable and above all 
else - simple. It has been 
created as a set of flexible 
furniture for use by designers, 
retailers and exhibitors.



All items in the collection 
are constructed from Birch 
plywood, Valchromat and Ash 
timber.



Accompanying boxes can be 
nested to act as storage or 
display. Lids and locks can be 
added or boxes can covered 
with acrylic to protect precious 
items.  They can also easily be 
transformed into light boxes. 



DISPLAY is sold unfinished 
as standard. The product 
can be left like this for most 
environments, but should it be 
required, we are able to apply a 
wood stain or Osmo Oil finish.



A board panels can be made 
to your requirements, below 
are some popular options for 
displaying A4, A5 prints and 
objects. 

The A frame comes in 
Standard and XL size to hold 
an A1 print.



Everything in the  
system is customisable  
and made to order in our 
Manchester workshop.

We are happy to make 
bespoke additions to the 
range to meet your project 
requirements.



Case Study - Stretford Foodhall

Display was adapted into a plant 
stall that houses turntables and 
becomes a verdant DJ stage on 
the weekend. Large A frames were 
also used at the entrance to create 
bespoke greeting card holders.
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Case Study - Studio DBD

Studio DBD operates from an open 
design studio which also acts as an 
informal gallery space. DISPLAY has 
been used to create a flexible and 
eye catching shop window.
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Case Study - Foilco
DISPLAY is used a bespoke touring 
exhibition for Foilco that showcases  
a sample of their vast amount of 
printing foils and examples of work.
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TIM DENTON 
DESIGNER MAKERS

0161 425 2165
hello@timdenton.info

timdenton.info

Instagram  
Tim_Denton

Twitter  
@DentonTim


